Program: Day 1
THURSDAY JUNE 6, 2013
SESSION/TIME/PLACE

SPEAKERS/ABSTRACTS

08:00 a.m. – 09.00 a.m.
lobby
09.00 a.m. - 09.15 a.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor
Practices and ANT

Registration

09.15 a.m. - 10.45 a.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Viktoria Dudina: Epistemological reconfiguration of social knowledge in the
context of practical turn: from representation to performativity.

Welcome and Opening

Moderation: Katja Schönian

Robin Rae: Putting ANT into practice: on the integration of actor-networktheory and practice theory – or, how to blur boundaries.
Hilmar Schäfer: Relationality and heterogeneity: transitive methodology in
practice theory and actor‐network‐theory.
Practice Theory

Moderation: Lorenz Lassnigg

09.15 a.m. - 10.45 a.m.
Łukasz Afeltowitz, Krzysztof Pietrowicz and Radoslaw Sojak: Praxeology or
seminar room for Sociology practical sociology? A question in the context of re-construction of history of
first floor
sociology.
Craig Browne: From the philosophy of praxis to the sociology of practice.
Barbara Stefan: Praxeology and power - a rapprochement.

Break: 10.45 a.m. - 11.00 a.m.
Plenary Session 1
Practice Theory
11.00 a.m. - 12.30 a.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Moderation: Michael Jonas
Keynote Speakers
Theodore Schatzki: Multiplicity in social theory and practice ontology.
Andreas Reckwitz: Sensual practices: The status of senses and perceptions in
practice theory.

Lunch break: 12.30 p.m. - 01.30 p.m.
Praxeological
Methodology Part A

Moderation: Stefan Laube
Philippe Sormani: ‘Mainstreaming praxeology’? – No, cracking up new fields!

01.30 p.m. - 03.30 p.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Dominik Farrenberg: A poststructuralistic ethnography as a praxeological
research perspective. The logics of early childhood education in practice – an
example for a conceptual framework.
Kai Ginkel: On the notion of ‘community’ in the context of the methodological
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challenges arising from the praxeological examination of sound-art culture and
‘noise’ music.
Hannes Krämer: (Remarks on) practice theory and its methodology.
Everyday Practices

Moderation: Beate Littig

01.30 p.m. - 03.30 p.m.
Barbara Heisserer and Henrike Rau: Taking the long way: From practice
seminar room for Sociology theory to the empirical investigation of everyday travel.
first floor
Margit Keller and Triin Vihalemm: Living with the euro: Estonians' practices of
acceptance and resistance during transition and a year later.
Silvia Rief: Train-travelling considered from different practice theoretical
viewpoints.
Angela Wroblewski: Challenges to changing unreflected practices – gendered
selection and assessment practices in appointment procedures for full
professors at Austrian universities.

Break: 03.30 p.m. - 04.00 p.m.
Subjectivation

Moderation: Alexandra Vinson

04.00 p.m. - 06.00 p.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Alkemeyer Thomas: Practices of subjectivation – subjectivation in practices.
Towards a praxeology of (critical) competences.
Diana Lengersdorf: Fragmenting “the person” – reconstructing “the actor”.
Empirical-based considerations on an old sociological problem.
Anna Pichelstorfer: Carriers, practitioners, or effect of practices? Reflections
on actors in practice theories.
Sabine Reh and Norbert Ricken: The 'subject' of practices - an outdated
problem? Blanks in the theory of practice.

Body

Moderation: Beate Littig

04.00 p.m. - 06.00 p.m.
Stefan Beck and Jörg Niewöhner: Embodying practices: the human body as
seminar room for Sociology matter (of concern) in social thought.
first floor
Stefan Laube: From body work to mental work? Theories of practice and
social change in knowledge societies.
Sophie Merit Müller: Becoming the phenomenon. A praxeographical practice
as consequence of practice theory.
Otto Penz: Body and affects in praxeological theory.

CONFERENCE DINNER at 07:30 p.m.
Address: Schutzhaus Zukunft, 1150 Wien, Verl. Guntherstraße
Website: www.schutzhaus-zukunft.at, E-Mail: schutzhaus.zukunft@aon.at
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Program: Day 2
FRIDAY JUNE 7, 2013
SESSION/TIME/PLACE

SPEAKERS/ABSTRACTS

Practices and STS

Moderation: Hilmar Schäfer

09.00 a.m. - 10.30 a.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Steffen Albrecht: The changing practices of scientists in the move towards
“e-science”.
Katja Schönian: Mind the gap! Intranets, theories of practice and the micromacro divide.
Anna Wanka: Tracking practice theory through the research process: When,
where, how and with whom can practice theory form alliances?

Practices, Socialization
and Health
09.00 a.m. - 10.30 a.m.
seminar room for Sociologý
first floor

Moderation: Bernhard Hadolt
Natalia Antonova and Anna Kukarina: Social practice: sociological reflection
and conceptualization.
Sarah Maria Schönbauer: Situated identity. Life scientist´s identity work in
transforming research landscapes.
Alexandra Vinson: Practice theory and the problem of socialization: The case
of ‘going home’.

Break: 10.30 a.m. - 11.00 a.m.
Plenary Session 2
Practice Methodology

Moderation: Beate Littig
Keynote Speakers

11.00 a.m. - 12.30 a.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Robert Schmidt: Sociology of practices - theory and/or modus operandi?
Notes on praxeological epistemology and method.
Alan Warde: Applying practice theory: problems in empirical investigation.

Lunch break: 12.30 p.m. - 01.30 p.m.
Pragmatism

Moderation: Otto Penz

01.30 p.m. - 03.30 p.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Gilles Verpraet: Praxeology between cultural pragmatism and axiology.
Alexander Antony: Bringing pragmatism (back) in. John Dewey on
,experience' and ,action'.
Frank Gadinger and Christian Bueger: The play of international practice:
Minimalism, pragmatism and critical theory.
Kai Koddenbrock: Ambiguous practice: Making practice theory work for
international relations.
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Policy Analysis

Moderation: Angela Wroblewski

01.30 p.m. - 03.30 p.m.
seminar room for Sociology
first floor

Erich Griessler and Peter Biegelbauer: Political practices of civil servants in
Austrian law making.
Lorenz Lassnigg: ‘Evidence based policy’ – a revenant held alive by different
kinds of practices?
Michal Sedlacko: Texts that control: Towards a fuller treatment of policy
documents from a praxeological perspective.
Hendrik Wagenaar and Noam Cook: Practice without explanation: a
performative account of governing for urban resilience.

Break: 03.30 p.m. - 04.00 p.m.
Praxeological
Methodology Part B
04.00 p.m. - 06.00 p.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Moderation: Michael Jonas
Andrea Bührmann und Esther Scheurle: How to practise practices.
Dispositif-based research as a means of reconstructing trans-/formations.
Bente Halkier: Methodological consequences of integrating explicitly
concepts of social interaction in practice theoretical approaches.
Lydia Martens: Mundane kitchen practices: Video analysis and ways of
looking.
Davide Nicolini: Practice-theory as practice. Challenges and opportunities in
conducting praxeological studies.

06.00 p.m. - 06.15 p.m.
lecture room 2
ground floor

Farewell

Final Program: Last updated: May 29th, 2013
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